
The differential geometry of internal surfaces 

M. J. MARCINKOWSKl (MARYLAND) 

A GENERAUZED formulation of internal boundaries in crystals has been made using the methods 
of differential geometry. In particular, a number of important tensor quantities such as distor
tion, torsion, lattice connection, curvature, Burgers vector, dislocation density and Burgers 
circuit have been derived with respect to an arbitrary internal boundary and related eJtplicitly 
to the dislocation content of such boundaries. 

Otrzymano uog61niony opis granic wewn~rznych w krasztalach, korzystaj~c z metod geometrii 
r6Zniczkowej. W szczeg61no8ci, wyprowadzono szereg wai:nych wielko8ci tensorowych, tak.ich 
jak odksztalcenie, slcr(!Cenie, pol~czenia sieciowe, krzywizna, wektor Burger~, gC(sto~ dysJo
kacji i obw6d Burgersa, w odniesieniu do dowolnej granicy wewncttrznej; wielko8ci te zwiCl7Jlno 
w spos6b jawily z zawarto5ci~ dyslokacyjn~ takich granic. 

llo.nyqeHO o6o6meHHoe OIIHCaHHe BHyTpeiDDIX rpamw; B I<pHCTaJIJiax, HCIIOJIL3YH MeTO~bl 
~~~muww10it reoMeTpHH. B qaCTHOC'l'll BblBe~eH pH~ Ba>KHhiX TeH30pHbiX . BeJIINHH, 
TaKRX KaK ~~PM~, Kpy'leHHe, coe~emm B pemeTKe, I<pHBH3Ha, BeKTOp Eroprepca, 
WIOTHOCTI. ,Ig~CJIO~ H nepllMeTp Eroprepca no OTHOWelllliO K . npoH3BOJU,HOR BHyrpeiiHCH 
rpamn(e; 3'nt BeJU{liiUibl CBH3allbl HBHhiM o6pa30M C ~CJIOKaiUfOHHbiM CO~ep>KaHHeM TaKHX 

fPaHJm. 

1. Introduction 

IT HAS BEEN previously shown [1] that the continuum theory of dislocations could be 
applied to grain boundaries in order to obtain a deeper insight into the nature of the 
dislocations contained therein. The still more general methods of differential geometry 
were demonstrated [2] to provide an even more powerful means of dealing with the struc
ture of grain boundaries. The goal of the present study is to extend the differential geometric 
analysis of grain boundaries to more general two-phase interfaces since it has recently 
been shown [3] that the coincidence site lattice theory of grain boundaries can ·be applied 
with remarkable generality to two-phase interfaces. 

2. Distortion tensors associated with iBtemal surfaces 

Consider the single phase crystal shown in Fig. la which is divided into two parts 
by the dashed vertical line. The crystal can then be cut along the dashed line, after which 
grains =#= 1 and =tt= 2 may be rotated by + () /2 and - () /2 to produce the torn state shown 
in Fig. lb. Extra material may now be added to the torn state the generate the final state 
illustrated in Fig. le which is in fact a symmetric tilt type grain boundary. We will denote 
the initial state by upper case Latin letters, i.e. K. L, etc., the torn state by lower case 
Latin letters, i.e. k, I, etc., and the final state by lower case Greek letters, i.e. x, A, etc. 
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Fio. -1. Steps illustrating the formation of a symmetric tilt type grain boundary. a) Initial reference state; 
b) Tom state; c) Dislocated state; d) Tom dislocated state of c. 

Note that the dislocated state (x) contains severe elastic distortions at the grain boundary. 
These strains can, however, be completely removed by the tearing process shown in Fig. 
1d. This will be referred to as the (xl) state. A set of local base vectors ex, e~;, e" and e"T 
can next be associated with each of the four states illustrated in Fig. 1 along with the com
ponents dxK, dxl, dx" and drr. These may be related to one another by equations of the 
type (4) 

(2.1) dxl = A~dxK, 

dxK = Afdxl 

etc. where Al and Af are termed distortion tensors. Similarly, the base vectors are related 
to one another as follows: 

(2.2) e~; = Afex, 

ex= A~ek 

etc. The (K) and (k) states of Fig. 1 may be connected to one another by the following 
distortion: 

(2.3) A~= {A~H( -x1)}I + {A~H( +x1)h; 
1 K 2 K 

where H(-x1
) and H( + x2) are Heaviside functions defined by 

K K 

(2.4)1 H( -xl) = 10 
K 1 

if x1 > 0, 
K 

if x 1 < 0, 
K 
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while 

(2.4h 
if x1 < 0, 

if x 1 > 0. 

The distortions A~ and A~, on the other hand, are given by 

and 

1 2 

(
Af A~ A~) (cos0/2 -sin0/2 0) 

A~ = A~ A~ A~ = sin0/2 cos0/2 0 
1 A~ A~ A~ 0 0 1 

( 

cosO /2 sin 0/2 0) 
A~ = -sin0/2 cos0/2 0 . 
2 0 0 1 

765 

The curly bracket notation has been utilized in Eq. (2.3) to emphasize the fact that the two 
grains may be treated separately. 

We will now note that whereas the (K) state has associated with it one unique coordi
nate system, while states (k) and (xr) have two, the (x) state in Fig. le has at least three. 
In this latter case, one set of coordinates is associated with each of the grains, and one 
with the grain boundary itself. There are other local coordinates in the vicinity of the 
grain boundary associated with the elastic distortions. It is apparent that the coordinates 
within the grain boundary are one-dimensional. They in turn may be associated with a 
grain boundary state (KB). The grain boundary coordinate may be related to those within 
the grain interiors, i.e. (x) state as follows: 

(2.6) 

where in the specific case of Fig. le, Eq. (2.6) gives 

e = A1e+A~e 
KB2 "1 "2 

or 

(2.7h 
sin 0/2 cos (J /2 

e = ---e + e. 
Ks2 cos0/2 "1 coso/2 "2 

The distortion A~· can also be written as 

(2.8) A~·= A~sAic, 

where 

1 
0 0 

( cos0/2 

)· A~• = 0 
cos0/2 

0 

0 0 1 

(2.9) 
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while 

(2.10)1 

and 

(2.10h 

Aic =A~ 
l l 

Aic =At 
2 2 

More generally, we can write, similar to Eq. (2.3), 

(2.11) Aics = {AicsH( -x1)}I + {AicaH(+x1)h. 
l K 8 2 K 8 

M. J. MARCINJCOWSIC.I 

The above distortions are not strictly true at all points in the vicinity of the grain boundary 
because of elastic strains. However, as we shall see later this problem can be avoided. 
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Fro. · 2. a) Imperfectly torn; b) Perfect~ torn; c) Dislocated states as~ociated with a simple two-phase 
interface. 

Let us now consider the simple two-phase interface shown in Fig. 2. As in the case 
of Fig. 1, we may denote three states by (K1), (k1) and ("1

) where the superscript 1 has 
been used to differentiate these states from those in Fig. 1. In addition, state (K1

) is identical 
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THE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF INTERNAL SURFACES 767 

to state (.K), and is thus not shown. The (k1
) state can be generated from the (K1) state 

by means of the following distortion: 

(2.12) Af11 
= {Af/H(-x1)}t+{Af/H(+x1)h, 

1 K 1 2 . K 1 

where 

(2.13)1 

while 

Af1
1 = (~ ~ ~) , 

2 0 0 1 
(2.13h 

where the distortion given by Eq. (2.12) connects the following base vectors: 

(2.14) 

The above equations show that only grain *2 undergoes a volume distortion in accordance 
with the construction in Fig. 2b. -In particular, V was chosen as 4/5 .in this figure. The 
(k1

) state may be referred to as a perfectly tom state, as compared to that in Fig. 2a, 
which may be termed an imperfectly torn state. In particular, the tearing occurs only along 
the horizontal coordinates, while in Fig. 2b it occurs along both the horizontal and vertical 
coordinates. It also follows that the dis~ontinuous function given by Eq. (2.12) no longer 
holds for Fig. 2a. It is important to note that the tearing oper~tions associated with the 
transformations (.K)-+ (k) and (K1)-+ (k1

) correspond to the following relations: 

(2.15) 1 dx".!!... b~dxK 

and 

(2.15h 

In other words, all of the components are dragged along by the distortions (5). This is also 
equivalent to associating the following point transformations with the coordinate transfor
mations 

(2.16)1 

and 

(2.16h 

If new material is added to grain * 2 to fill up the space left by the distortion in Fig. 
2b, we obtain the ("1

) state configuration shown in Fig. 2c. We can describe this state with 
respect to a grain boundary state (K1B) as follows: 

(2.17) 

where 

(2.18)1 
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while 

(2.18)2 (
I 0 0) 

1~~. = 0 ~ 0 . 

0 0 1 

It is clear that Eqs. (2.18) satisfy an equation of the type given by Eq. (2.6), i.e. 

(2.19) 

We are now in a position to turn our attention to the more general boundary shown 
in Fig~ 3 which consists of both rotations as well as volume changes. For this case we may 
write 

(2.20) 

where 

(2.21)1 

while 

(2.2lh 
( 

_!_ cos 8/2 _!_ sin 0/2 
0 

V cos0/2 V cos0/2 A~2• = _ _!_ sin 0/2 _!. cos 0/2 0) . 
2 V cos0/2 V cos0/2 

0 0 1 

As was the case of Eq. (2.11), the above relations are not strictly applicable in the vicinty 
of the grain boundary due to the presence of elastic strains; however, this presents no 
problem. In order to derive the (k2

) state of Fig. 3a, we may write 

(2.22) 

where 

(2.23)1 

and 

(2.23)2 

Afi = Af 
1 

1 

(

V cos0/2 

Af:z2 = 1 . 0/2 
2 VSID 

0 

-~sin0/2 o
0

). 

V cos0/2 

0 1 
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'*1 

7 

(K 2)state 

FIG. 3. a) Torn; b) Dislocated states associated with a more generalized boundary. 

3. Burgers vector and dislocation density usociated with internal surfaces 

Consider the reference or Burgers circuit 1-2-3-4-5-6-1 associated with the (K") state 
of Fig. la. Note that the (K") state in this figure differs from the (K) state only by a scale 
factor given by Eq. (2.9). The corresponding circuit in the dislocated state (x) is shown 
in Fig. le where the Closure failures 4'-7 and 7-4 are denoted by dotted arrows. We may 
express these closure failures by the following line integral [4, 6] :· 

(3.1) 11' = - f A'KadxK
8

, 

where the distortion tensor is given by Eq. (2.11). When Eq. (3.1) is applied to Fig. 2c 
we<> obtain 

(3.2}1 b1 = -A1 Lfx1 -A1 Lfx2 -A1 Lfx1 -A1 Lfx1-A 1 Ltx2- A1 Lfx1 , 

X 21 I- 2 22 2 ·-3 21 3-4 J1 4- 5 I 2 5-6 p 6- I 

where Lfx1 etc. are the distances from point 1 to 2 etc. in Fig. la. With the aid of Eq. 
1-2 

(2.11), Eq. (3.2) reduces to 

(3.2h bt = { -A1Lfx2h+{ -A1Lfx2h 
X 22 2-3 I2 5-6 

or 

(3.2h b1 = {4tan0/2h+ {4'tan0/2h. 
X 
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In terms of Fig. le, Eq. (3.2) becomes 

(3.2)4 b1 = { L1x1 
} 2 + { L1x1 h. 

" 7-4 4'-7 

Let us now consider the (uT) state of Fig. ld which is the torn counterpart of the (") 
state. Here again we can write 

(3.3) 

and since Af• = A~•, Eq. (3.3) gives a closure failure identical to that of Eq. (3.2), as is 
evident from Fig. ld. We also obtain additional free surfaces resulting from the tearing 
operation which are given by 

(3.4) 

which, except for the absence of the negative sign, is identical to Eq. (3.3). We thus have 
in terms of Fig. ld 

(3.5) 

as well as 

(3.6)1 

or 

(3.6h 

bt = { L1x1 + LJxl h+{ L1x1 + LJxl h 
"T 8'-8 1'-1 8-8" 1-1" 

b2 = {Al L1x~ h + {A2 L1x2 h 
UT . 22 2- 3 J2 5 - 6 

b2 = { Jx2 + L1x2 h + { Jxl + L1x2 h. 
UT 8 - 7 1 - 8' 7 - 8 8" - 1 

For the torn (k) state of Fig. lb we may write 

(3.7) If = f A~JxK. 
In view of Eq. (2.15)1 , Eq. (2.3) can· be rewritten as 

(3.8) Al = { b~H( -x1
) h + { b~H( +x1

) h 
1 K 2 K 

which, when substituted into Eq. (3.7) yields 

(3.9)1 b2 = { L1x2 h+{ L1x2h. 

or 

while in terms of Fig. lb 

(3.9h 

k 2-3 5-6 

b7 = {4h+{ -4}u 
k 

b2 = { L1x2 h+{ Jx2 }t· 
1-4 4' -1 

This result is thus identical to that given by Eqs. (3.6). At this point we can attribute the 
closure failure given by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) to extra planes within the crystal, i.e. dislo
cations, while those given by Eqs. (3.4) and (3. 7) are due to the creation of free surfaces. 
This will become more clear as we procede further with this analysis. Another intriguing 
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aspect of this problem manifests itself in that b2 given by Eq. (3.9)3 is equivalent to b1 

k ~ 

given by Eq. (3.2)4 • This is indicated in Fig. 1b by the fact that the vector sums 4'-1-4 
and 4'-7-4 are equivalept. This implies that we can write 

(3.10)1 

where 

(3.10h 

Continuing on to the (~1) state of Fig. 2c, we may write 

u• - f A"l dxKtB U -- KtB , 

which with the help of Eq. (2.17) gives 

(3.11h b2 = { -A2 L1x2 h +{ -A2 LJx2 h 
~1 22 2-3 p 5-6 

or 

(3.llh 

or in terms of Fig. 2c 

b2 = { -1 h = { L1x2 h . 
~ 1 3'- 2' . 

A little care must now be exercised in obtaining h" 1
• In particular, if we write, similar 

to Eq. (3.7) 

(3.12) 

and then employ Eq. (2.15)2 , we obtain 

(3.13) 

However, the surface closure failure occurs at the boundary between the two phases so 
that we must write instead of Eq. (3.12) 

(3.14) bKiB = cpAfttB dx1 \ 

where 

(3.15) 

which can be obtained from Eq. (2.17). Equation (3.14) can therefore be expanded as 

(3.16) 
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There are other componentsb1 associated with Fig. 2b given by the dotted lines 3'-7 and 
k1 

7'-2'; however, they may be considered as cancelling with one another. Also, since the vec
tor sum 3'-7-7'-2' is equivalent to 3'-2' in Fig. 2b, we may write, similar to Eqs. (3.10h , 

(3.17)1 bk 1 - f Akl dxKtB - KtB , 

where 

We next turn our attention to the ("2
) state of Fig. 3b where we can write 

(3.18) LHl _ f A"l dxKlB V - - KlB • 

From Eq. (2.20) we can use Eq. (3.18) to find 

(3.19). 

which in terms of Fig. 3b gives 

(3.19h bt = { L1x1 h +{ L1x1 h, 
"

2 4' - 7 7 ,:_ 4 

while the second component is found to be 

(3.20) 

It is a relatively straightforward matter to obtain the surface closure failures associated 
with the (k2

) state of Fig. 3a utilizing the methods described earlier with respect to states 
(k) and (k1

). 

With the aid of Stoke's theorem, the line integral given by Eq. (3.1) may be converted 
into a surface integral [5, 7] as follows: 

(3.21)1 

or in expanded form as 

(3.2lh b" = - j
4 

A'KsdxK• = - ~ f [oM•A'K·- aK.AMa]dFMBKB. 
6 

Thus the surface integral provides an alternate method of obtaining b". In particular, when 
applied to the grain boundary shown in Fig. le, Eq. (3.21) gives 

(3.22). b1 = - _!_ f [a. A~ dF12
- o1 A~ dF21

} 

" 26 
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which, with the aid of Eq. (2.11), becomes 

(3.22h b1 = { -
2
1 

I[<\ H( -x1)tan0/2 dF 12 -o1 H( -x1)tan0/2 dF21
]} 

" s KB KB 1 

+ {- --
2
1 I [- o1 H( +x1)tan0/2 dF12+ o1 H( +x1)tan 0/2 dF21

]} • 

s KB KB 2 

Since dF12 = -dF21
, and from the following rel~tions (2.8) 

(3.23)1 

and 

(3.23h otH(+x1
) = +b(x1

), 
KB KB 

where b(x1
) is the Dirac delta function defined such that b(x1

) = 0 for x 1 =I= 0, we can 
KB 

write Eq. (3.22}z as 

(3.24) b 1 = { J b(x1)tan0/2 dx 1dx2L + { J b (x1)tan0/2 dx1dx2L. 
" s K 8 

s K 8 

Note that in the (K8 ) -+ (u) transformation, the component dx2 is dragged, so that in 
accordance with Eqs. (2.15) we can write dx2 = dx2

• Also, since the delta function satis-
KB " 

fies the following relation: 
+oo 

(3.25) J b(x1)dx1 = 1, 
-oo 

and since f dx2 = 4, Eq. (3.24) reduces to 

(3.26) b1 = {4tan0/2}t + {4tan0/2h 

" 
which is identical to Eq. (3.2)3 obtained by the line integral method. 

Rather than discuss the Burgers circuit in terms of integrals with respect to a reference 
(K8

) state, as has been done thus far, it now becomes instructive to consider the correspond
ing Burgers circuit with respect to the final state (u). This can be done by writing Eq. 
(3.21)2 as 

(3.27)1 

or alternately as 

(3.27)2 b" = - f SlP"dFA~', 
6 

where the quantity S;.p" is termed the torsion tensor and is given by [5, 7]: 
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In terms of Fig. le the above equation becomes 

(3.29)1 

We must now be careful in defining the inverses Af8
• Specifically, they represent the 

dragging of the components dx1 and dx2 to dx1 and dx2 respectively, so that Af8 
= c5f8

• 

" " KB KB 
This makes the bracketed term in Eq. (3.29) equal to unity, so that in view of Eq. (2.11) 
it finally becomes 

(3.29h Sii 1 ={- ~ tan0/2c5(x1)} +{- ~ tan0/2c5(x1
)}. 

" x . t "2 
When the above expression is substituted into Eq. (3.27)2, we again obtain the same 
result as that given by Eq. (3.26). Also inportant to note is the fact that the presence of 
a non-vanishing S;;/' is synonymous with the presence of dislocations, as was first pointed 
out by KONDO (9]. 

Turning our attention again to the (x1
) state of Fig. 2c, we can utilize Eq. (3.21h 

to obtain 

(3.30)1 

which, with the help of Eq. (2.17), yields 

(3.30)2 b2 =I r <5(x1 )dx1 dx2 } +{-_!_fc5(x1 )dx1dx2
} "1 ~ KlB t · V $ K1B 2 

(3.30h 

This is the same result given by Eq. (3.11)3 • The torsion tensor associated with the (x1) 

state can be found to be 

(3.31)1 

which, together with Eq. (2.17), gives 

(3.3lh 

When the above relation is substituted into the folJowing equation: 

(3.32) bHl - - J s· . "ldrr:-A1p1 
- ,\lpl I' ' 
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we obtain the same result given by Eq. (3.30h. A surface integral of the type given by Eq. 
(3.32) can also be written for the ( x2

) state of Fig. 3b. In this case there are two components 
of the torsion tensor given by 

Sii1 = {- ~ tan0/2<5(x1
)} + {- ~ tan0/2~(x1)} 

"2 "'2 1 "'2 2 

(3.33)1 

and 

(3.33h 

The surface integrals discussed thus far have all been associated with closure failures 
due to dislocations. The same reasoning can be applied 'to the tom states to obtain closure 
failures due to the creation of free surfaces. In particular, analogous to Eqs. (3.21), we may 
write 

(3.34) 

For the (k) state of Fig. lb, the above relation gives 

b2 = f 81 A~dF12 

k s 

(3.35)1 

which in turn, using Eq. (2.15)1, yields 

(3.35h t2 = {- [ <5(~1)dx1dx2} 1 + {[ <5(~1)dx1dx2L 

and is identical to the line integral result of Eqs. (3.9)2 • Equation (3.34) can also be written 
in terms of (k) state coordinates as 

(3.36) b" = f D;,;."dF'm 

where !J;;,." is termed the anholonomic object and defined as [5, 10] 

1 
(3.37) D;;,." = 2AfA:£oLA~-o.vA1J. 

Equations (3.36) and (3.37) are thus of the same forms as Eqs. (3.27)2 and (3.28) respec
tively, but have physically different meanings. In the case of the (k) state, Eq. (3.37) 
yields 

(3.38) !Ji.i2 = { _ __!_ «5(xl)} + {_!_ «5(x1)} 
k 2 k 1 2 k 2 

which, when substituted into Eq. (3.36), again gives the same result as that of Eq. (3.9h. 
In the case of the (k1) state of Fig. 2b, the anholonomic object becomes 

(3.39) Di.i 2 = {- -} «5(x1 
)} + { ~ V«5(x1 

)} , 
KlB KlB 1 K1B 2 
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where use has been made of Eq. (3.15). Strictly speaking, there is also a component Di.i1 

associated with the horizontal torn surfaces in Fig. 2b and can in principle be found, but 
will not be considered further. In a similar manner, an anholonomic object associated 
with the torn surfaces of the (k2

) state can also be found. 
Having determined the torsion tensor, we are now in a position to find the dislocation 

density tensor utilizing the following relation [11]: 

(3.40) 

where e""';.. is the permutation tensor defined as 

(3.41) 

and where e''"'" is the permutation symbol, while g is the determinant of the metric tensor. 
The index v refers to the normal to the 1-2 plane, while " corresponds to the Burgers 
vector component. Thus, for the (x) state Eq. (3.40) gives 

which, jn view of Eq. (3.29h gives, after integrating as per Eq. (3.25) 

(3.42h cx 31 = {tan0/2h +{tan0/2b 
X 

which, in terms of Fig. le is simply 

(X31 = I 41~1

~} + I t~~ l 
Llx2 Llx2 

" 1 - 4' 1 1 ~ 4 2 

(3.42h 

In the case of the (x1
) state . 

(3.43)L 

or in view of Eq. (3.42h 

(3.43h 

In terms of Fig. 2c 

(3.43h 

32 { 1 } { 1 l V -I rx = 1+ -- =--. 
x1 V 2 V 

which simply represents the number of extra half planes for every four planes of the 
deformed crystal. Finally, for the (x2) state we can use Eqs. (3.33) to obtain 

(3.44)1 ~=1 
= {tan6/2h + { ~ tan6/2L 

while 
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The numerical value of the second term in Eq. (3.44)1 is 2.5/4 which designates the number 
of extra half planes in grain =#=2 along the x1 direction divided by the number of planes 
in the original reference crystal along the x2 direction. 

A density can also be associated with the newly created surfaces formed by the tearing 
process. Similar to Eq. (3.40), we can write [10] 

(3.45) 

Utilizing Eq. (3.38), the above becomes 

(3.46)1 CX
32 ={-1h+{1h. 

k 

In terms of Fig. 1b, the above equation is simply 

(X32 = !41~
2

1] +I t~~ 1 L1x2 -LJx2 
k 1-4 1 1-4 2 

(3.46h 

In a similar manner we can write for the (u1
} state, using Eq. (3.39), 

(3.47) rx32 = { -1 h + {V/Vh. 
kl 

Thus we have the interesting result that in a torn crystal which contains no dislocations, 
rxnk is always unity and is a simple consequence of the fact that no extra half planes are 
involved in such torn states. Such however, is not the case for the (uT) state shown in Fig. 
1 d. Here we can write 

(3.48) 

where 

(3.49) 

This means that the closure failure due to the creation of free surfaces just balances those 
due to dislocations. This applies only to the components Si.i 1 and !J.i.i1 as is obvious from 

'XT 'XT 

inspection of Fig. ld. It also follows from Eqs. (3.40) and (3.45) that 

(3,50) (j,fiTHT = -(X"THT. 

R Q 

Thus we see that under certain conditions we are able to use the anholonomic object 
in place of the torsion. This is the basis upon which Z6RAWSKI [10] is able to develop 
a theory of defects which depends ~xclusively on the quantity .Q;p'~~ rather than S;p'~~. In 
general, however, it must be remembered that they are fundamentally different quantities 

4. Lattice connection and curvature associated with internal surfaces 

It is of interest now to look into some further aspects of the tensor quantities treated 
in the previous section. In particular, when a vector eA is displaced parallel to a distance 
dx~', it undergoes a change de'~~ given by [5] 

(4.1) 

2 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 6179 
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where F;;. is termed the lattice connection. In general, F;;. can be written as 

(4.2) Jl;.t = {H}+(S;i"-.0;;)-(S,i~p-.Ql~p)+(S~p.a-D~p.t), 
p). -

where {"} are Christoffel symbols of the second kind given by 
p'A 

1 
{H} = T r(apgm+ a;.gp -atlgp.t). 
p). 

(4.3) 

Now g"" can, at the most, be only a function of x1 so that only terms of the type ~a 1g, 
need be considered in Eq. (4.3), The :qon-vanishing components of {"}thus become { 1 } 

and { 2 } . In the latter case we may write 
12 

(4.4) { 2} = { -~(x1)h + { + ~(x 1)h = 0. 

12 " " 

pl 11 

Thus the above component vanishes both within the grains as welJ as in the grain boundary 
itself. The component { 1 } , however, need not vanish within the grains because of the 

11 
elastic distortion near the grain boundary as discussed previously. In any event the quantity 
{"} is symmetric with respect to the two lower indices as is apparent from Eq. (4.3). 
p1 

Also, since the torsion tensor is antisymmetric with respect to the lower indices [5], it fol
iows that 

(4.5) l'[p.a1 = s;t. 
This can easily be proved by utilizing the relations 

and 
(4.6h S':p;. = KM~t:PS;,;tl 

in Eq. (4.2), and taking D;;." = 0, which is certainly the case for the (x). state of Fig. le. 
Now, along certain regions near the grain boundary, in particular along the Burgers 
circuit of Fig. le, Eq. (4.3) holds since {"} = 0. We can therefore write Eq. (4.1) as 

p.). 

(4.7) de" = - S;tc"dxP. 

The above equation has a simple physical meaning in terms of Fig. le. Specifically, we may 
rewrite it as 

(4.8) dc1 = -Si.i1c3dx1
• 

" " 
Thus, utilizing Eq. (3.29)2 , when a test vector c2 of magnitude 4x2 is moved along X

1 

1-4' 
and encounters the grain boundary, it changes by L1x1 in grain #1 and L1x1 in grain #2, 

4' -7 7-4 
i.e. by just the closure failure associated with the dislocations. We thus have yet another 
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and still more fundamental means of interpreting the torsion tensor. In the case of the 
("1) state, Eq. (4.7) gives 

(4.9) dc2 = -Sii2c2dx1
• 

"1 "1 
Physically this means that if a vector c2 = L1x2 is transported along x1 from grain * 1 

6-5 
to grain =tt=2, it undergoes a change 

(4.10) dc2 :== {4}1 + { -5h = -1, 
"1 

where Eq. (3.31)1 has been utilized. Thus dc2 is just the closure failure L1x2 in Fig. 2c. 
. :-e1 3' -3 

An expression similar to Eq. (4.7) can also be written for dc"2 and the results are straight
forward. 

If now the space under consideration contains only !J;,;k, then Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) 
g1ve 

(4.11) 

In terms of the torn state of Fig. 1b the above equation together with Eq. (3.38) 60 yields 

(4.12)1 dc2 = !Ji;_2cltJxl 
k k 

so that if we take c2 = L1x2 in Fig. lb, Eq. (4.12)1 gives 
6-5 

(4.12)2 dc2 = { -4h + {+4h, 
k 

which means that this test vector is reduced from 4 to 0 in grain =1=1 and then increased 
. from 0 to 4 in grain =tt=2. In the case of the (k1

) state we have 

(4.13)1 dc2 = !Jii2c2dxl 
k1 kl 

which, with the help of Eq. (3.39) yields 

(4.13h dc2 = { -4h + {V4h = { -4/5h. 
kl 

This is the same result given by Eq. (3.16) and simply represents the change in length 
of the test vector c2 = 4 as it moves across the grain boundary along x1

• 

Finally, we have for the (:-eT) state of Fig. 1d, from Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) 

T ( HT n . ""T) _1Td T (4.14) df! = - 8
1
_/rir -~~1-'TAT c;· X~-' • 

Since the component (Sii 1 -!Jii1) = 0, a test vector c2 = L1x2 in Fig. 1d will remain 
5' ~5 

unchanged, i.e. c2 = L1x2 , right up to the surface of the crystal. It will then shrink to zero 
8-7 

upon further transport along x 1 due to the presence of !Jii,2
• 

2* 
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In concluding this section it is important to note that Eq. (3.27h for the closure failure 
associated with a given Burgers circuit is not the most general expression. In particular, 
we may write [5, 7, 9, 11] 

(4.15) 

where R;;t is the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor given by [5] 

(4.16) 

It has already been shown that this tensor vanishes for the grain boundaries [2] and two
phase interfaces [12], so the earlier expression for the closure failure given by Eq. (3.27)2 , 

is sufficient. This is also in agreement with the constructions in Fig. 1, 2 and 3. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

A differential geometric formulation has been carried out with respect to generalized 
two-phase interfaces. In particuiar, such characteristic tensor quantities as distortion, 
torsion, anholonomic object, lattice connection, curvature, Burgers vector, dislocation 
density and Burgers circuit have all been defined with respect to such internal surfaces. 
It is shown that such procedures give a concise and complete description of any type of 
internal boundary. 
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